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ASYMMETRIC PHI FACTORIES_A PROPOSED EXPERIMENT
., AND ITS TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY*

Philippe Eberhard and Swapan Chattopadhyay
• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Berkeley, California 94720, USA

ABSTRACT setup[o,o'l
We discussanexperimentandthe technicalfeasibilityof therequired

asymmetric_-factory to test nonlocalquantummechanic,s in kaon _ "+ _

systems, e

1. INTRODUCTION

An asymmetric e-factory has the advantage over a
symmetric one that the short-lived neutral kaons that are

produced when the _-mesons decay, travel farther. Targetscan be located on their path to study their interactions. At RtupIII,0']
symmetric factories, with e+- and e'-beams of 510 MeV,

the/t Omomentum is 110 MeV/c and the average KS range ,-" d_ £is 6 mm. For asymmetric factories, we consider the cases of _ _+
2, 3, or 9 GeV positrons colliding with 130, 90, or 30 MeV
electrons, respectively. Then the average kaon momentum
is 0.94, 1.46, or 4.5 GeV/c and the KS range is 5.4, 8. I, or
24 cre, which is more practical experimentally. The

advantage of the asymmetry is similar for ¢- and for B- .tup [o,_

factories. Feasibility studies and proposals to construct such -c"

•accelerators exist ([1, 2]). In the following we first describe
in detail a particular experiment designed to test nonlocal
quantum mechanics, followed by a discussion of the " _""'_m.._ *+ _...__
required collider.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

To give an example of the kind of experiment that can be
done at an asymmetric factory, let as mention a test of the utup [ii,ii¢]

non-local effects of quantum theory in kaon physics [3].
The test is based on a study of the regeneration (K s _ KL) dabII
of these kaons produced by _-decay.

e-:-

Four different setups are used in the experiment. They are _l_ II' ,¢' -"'--_ _t, I
described in Fig. 1. ¢_-mesons axe produced at the e.e "-
collision point and decay immediately. We are interested in
those _'s that decay into two neutral kaons. The experiment Figure 1. The four experimental setups
consists of measuring the rate of events where two long-

. lived neutral kaons (K/.) are detected in these four different Two K/.-detectors, D and D', axe set up downstream, in
setups, which differ by the number and the location of "conjugate" directions, i.e. such that if a kaon x: is emitted
regenerators interposed on the kaon paths, toward D, the other, x", is emitted in the direction of D: D

and D" are disposed far from the rest of the setup,
tt * Thisworkwassupportedby theDirector,Officeof EnergyResearch, practically out of reach of the KS produced anywhere else

Officeof HighEnergyandNuclearPhysics,Divisionof HighEnergy in the experiment, For an e+-energy of (2, 3, 9 GEV), the
Physics,of theU.S.Departmentof EnergyunderContractNo.DE- distances between K/..-detectors and collision point is (0.9,
AC03.76S1_3098. 1.35, 4.2 m). Therefore the detectiu: dficiency for the KL



is about 97%, but the probability to detect a KS only -10 "7. of _cto any point on the path of _; or vice versa. For that
The regenerators in each setup are disposed as shown in reason, the effect is called a non-local effect. It is a vex),
Fig. 1, i.e. for e+ energies of (2, 3, 9 GEV): basic effect having its roots in the foundation of quantum

mechanics. A more elaborate analysis of this question is
[0,0']:no materialbetweenthee+e'-collisionpointm_dthe made in Ref.[4],where alsotherelationto theEPR
neutralkaondetectors;[Z,0']:aslab,Z,interposedonthe paradoxandBell'sinequalitiesisfurtherdiscussed.
pathofparticles',nearthecollisionpoint;material(copper, .-
copper,graphite);thickness(4,4,10mm); no materialon 3.THE COLLIDER

[0,Z']: a (5, 5, 15 cm) slab, Z', made of (copper, copper, The integrated luminosities obtained above assumes a
graphite), on the path of _, occupying a space between (25, cross-section of 4 _b for e.e - _ ¢ and a branching ratio of
37, 125 cre) and (30, 42, 140 cre) downstream from the 34% for _ decay into two neutral kaons. Demanding that ali '
collision point; nothing on the path of _¢;[Z,Z']: both slabs the events for the four setups be collected in four operating
in piace together, years (4x10 7 seconds) of the collider, we require an average

luminosityof1.5xl031cm'2s"Ifora2GeV (e+)x 130MeV
The fourpossibletwo-particlestates_'w"areKLK_, K/.,K_ (e')collider,increasingto6xl031cm'2s'lfora9GeV (e+)x
KeK'L,orKsK's. Quantum theory,e+e'-coupling,and 30 MeV (e')collider,due to rapidfallof the kaon
chargeconjugationinvariancepredictthat,insetup[0,0'], regenerationcross-section.Ifwe envisioncollidinglow
ali events are of the type Kt.K's or KSK'I... However, in energy (30 MEV-130 MeV) electrons from a relatively
setup [Z,0'], or [0,Z'], KLK'L events are expected to be small linac against a high energy (9 GEV-2 GeV) positron
present, because some kaons are regenerated from the KS- beam from a storage ring, attaining such luminosities is
statetotheK/.-stateintheslabsZ orZ'.The numberof made quite feasibleby today's technology of
KLK_.insetup[Z,0']ispredictedtobeexactlyequaltothe superconductingradio-frcquenc,y (SCP,F)CW linacs.Since
numberofkaons_'bornKS andregeneratedintotheKL- production,accumulationand accelerationofintenselow

stateinslabZ.Similarly,"nsetup[O,Z'],thenumberof energypositronbeamsiscumbersomeandrelatively,more
KLK_events isequaltothenumberofKs regeneratedinto difficult,a low energy beam of electronsIs the
KL inslabY.'.For an e+-energyof(2,3,9 GeV) and an configurationofchoice,beingsimpleand straightforward
integratedluminosityof(I.5xI_)38,4x1038,6x1038cm"2)in initsimplementation.
eachexperimentalsetup,thenumbersofKLK'L eventsare
predictedtobe[4] The luminosityforsuchcollisions,assumingGaussian

beams collidinghead-onand completelyoverlapping,is

nz0, = (1840,1750,1600) insetup[Z,0'] (1) given by:

N.N.

nor = (1100,1290,910) insctup[0,Z'] (2) L= f 4_cr_%H (5)
In setup [Z,]:'], the two regeneration-processes am at work. where f is the collision frequency, N+ and N. are the
Suppose the regeneration processes in slab Z and Z' are numbers of positrons and electrons per colliding bunches
localprocesses.SinceonlyKLK's andKsK't.eventsaxe respectively,ox andOy therms transversebeam sizesat
seen in setup [0,0'] without regenerators, a K/.,K_. event in the collision point and H the luminosity enhancement factor
setup[Z,Z']mustinvolveeitherakaonK'regeneratedfrom due tobeam-beam focusing.We assume,conservatively,
theKs-stateintotheK/.,-stateinslabZ,asinsetup[Z,0'], thatH isclosetounity,althoughstrongbeam-beampinch
andtheassociatedkaonW'survivingasaK/.,aftcrtraversing isexpectedto leadto enhanced luminosity.We will
theslabZ';or,similarly,a _"regeneratedby Z' and _" comment later,however,on thecomplexbeam dynamicsat
survivingitstraversalofZ.BecauseofKL absorptioninthe thecollisionpointduetobeam-beampinching.
material,one may expectfewerKLK'L eventsinsetup
[Z,Z']thanthesum ofthenumberofKS regeneratedinZ InTableI,we summariz_thecolliderparametersfora 130,
(i.e.thenumberofKLK'L eventsinsetup[Z,0'])plusthe 90 and 30 MeV CW electronbeam collidingagainsta2,3
numberofKS regeneratedinZ'(i.e.thenumberofKLK_ and 9 GeV positronbeam, respectively,producingthe
eventsinsetup[0,Z']).However theorypredictsmore requiredluminosities.The 3 GeV positronscenario
K,..K_eventsthanthatsum [4], (columnB inTableI)isthemost straightforward,the

positronsbeingobtainedfromthelow energyringofa 9
n,.,.,=(3750,3820,3330). (3) GeV (e')x 3.1GeV (c+) asymmetriccolliderfora B-

factory[2],say.Ifinjectionstrategiesandionaccumulation
TheReisasurplus instoringelectronsinthelow energyringdo notpose

problems,one canalsoenvisioncolliding9GeV positrons
An = n,.,-n,_0,-no,..= (810,780,820) (4) fromthehighenergyringoftheB-factorycollidingagainst

30 MeV electronsfroma shortlinac(columnC inTableI).

of KLK'L events. This is because, in addition to the Alternatively, one could consider the 8 GeV hard x-ray ,
regeneration in slabs Z and Z', there is an interference rings being constructed worldwide. The 2 GeV (e+) x 130
effect between the two regeneration processes. This surplus MeV (e') scenario (column A in Table I) is predicated upon

exists only if both regenerators are in place. A possible availability of a third generation low emittance, high
picture of that phenomenon is one where the regeneration brightness positron synchrotron radiation (SR) ring. To
process in one regenerator is enhanced by the presence of date, however, most of the SR rings, with the exception of
the other regenerator. However, there is no known panicle Super ACO (whichhas much lower energy of 800 MEV),
or wave to carry any influence from any point on the path are based on electrons, although some have positron



upgrade capability. In our estimates, we have used the The linacs required in columns A', B and C' are entirely
positron beam parameters from existing designs of B- feasible with state-of-the-art SCRF technology and are
factories [2] and synchrotron radiation rings [5]. routinely envisioned for use in high power Free Electron

Laser applications [6]. The 500 MHz niobium cavities, as
Table I used for CERN, DESY and other colliders, can achieve

A ^' S C _ accelerating gradients of 5 MV/m and have input power
. SRfins capabilities in excess of I00 kW per cavity. They would be

with Low. Asymmetric
_,nd ^sym_c ^symm¢_c S-_,ctory perfectly adequate. The damping of higher order modes

Posi_ Standard uxxSm_ S._._ory S.Fmory X-mRwi,h already achieved in these cavities predict a threshold
from SR_s _hman HER LOw-t3 electrov, current in excess of I00 mA in the linac against• Posi_oa 2 2 3 9 9

.u_,) (eev) (eev) Conv) (c_v) (eev) anybeam break-upinstability[6].

mecu_ t3o 13o 9o 3o 3o The tune-shiftzIQ inducedinthepositronbeam by the_-) (Mev) (Mev) (t,tcv)(Mev) (Mev)

L_u_lty t.sxlo_z1.sx10al4xI0_ 6xi03_ 6xto_1 electron beam is given by [7]:
(cm.2s-s)(cm-_s-s) {cm.2s.s) (cm-2,-I) {cm-2s-I)

AQ=(2.3×10-')Spocsiz_ 3(}x200 Y)x40 7xtSS 7xt8S 7x 41

F_,e_y 0vtZ) (M_z) (_z) pvtHz) (MHz) and istoo small(_..001)toaffectthepositronbeams
_osiu_oas/6x]o_ 3x_oso _x_os0 4xloso 4x_om significantly.The disruptionoftheelectronbeam by the

bunch(N,) positron beam is, however, severe and the transverse
o_n_ 3.6xm_v_os 4x_OS 9xlOS _.SxtOS motionoftheelectronsinthepotentialwellofthepositronsb_ (NJ
.S_caoa couldbe quitecomplicated.Thisneedsfurtherdetailed
cure,_n _s 11.s l_ 36 o study.

/'linac(,,MW) 1,4 1.t .27S 4.CONCLUSIONNo.ofUnac 16 16 12 4 4

c_vi_i. One cancarefullyconfigurethesecollidersinsuchaway
_kW) 23OO <tOO _17 27S _0 thatthelinacbeam can collideparasiticallywiththehighNo Yes Yes No (?) Yes --
FeasibiliW energy beam at a separate specially designed Interaction

Point, without disrupting the primary beam being used for
One clearly sees from Table I that while scenario B is quite other purposes. Such transparent use of these high intensity
feasible, scenarios A and C are not, mainly due to the large electron/positron rings as highly asymmetric _0-factories
amount of rf power required for the election linac. This offer a rather attractive and potentially cost-effective
latter is given by: program of fundamental research. With many synchrotron

radiation rings and meson factories either being
P_,,_ = 1.6x 10"_gN_ / E_(I / 77) (6) contemplated or being built worldwide, we have merely

pointed out their potential in this very specific use.
where the rf power efficiency 77of a superconducting linac
is close to unity. Reducing the power would require The authors are indebted to (3. Gidal for his contribution
reducing the intensity and collision frequency of the linac and to A. Jackson, P. Oddone, M. Renan and M. Zisman
bunches. Note that for liLac-on-ring configuration, the for fruitful discussions.
combination(N+.f)inEq.(5)canbe writtenas(N+Nb)fO
whereNb isthenumberofbunchesintheringandf0isthe REFERENCES
revolutionfrequencyinthering.Forthesame circulating [I] C. Rubbia, "A _--.+K_ +Ks FactoryUsing the
positroncurrentin theringand same intensityN. per TriesteSynchrotronLight Source,"ST/M-S8/4,
electron bunch, one can reduce the collision frequency by Trieste, 1988.
storing more positrons per bunch, keeping N+Nb, N. and [2] "An Asymmetric B-Factory Based on PEP,"
hence luminosity constant. Moreover, a special Iow-_ insert Conceptual Design Report, LBL PUB-53O_I, SLAC-
in the ring will allow tighter collision spots, thus reducing 372, CALT-68-1715, UCRL-ID-106426, UC-HRPA-
the requirement on electron bunch intensities. In column C', 91-01 (1991).
we have used a low-_ in the horizontal plane to reduce the [3] H.J. Lipkin, Phys. Rev. 176, 1715 (1968); F. Selleri,
spot area by a factor of four in the 9 GeV e+ ring. Since Left. Nuovo Cim. 36 , 521 (1983); I.I. Bigi, Nucl.
bunch intensities are quite high, there is no room for Phys. B (Prec. Suppl.)24A, 24 (1991).
decreasing the bunch collision frequency any further. In [4] Philippe Eberhard, "Testing the Non-locality of
column A', we have reduced the collision frequency by a Quantum Theory in Two-Kaon Systems," LBL-
factor of five by storing five times as much charge per 32100, UC414 (1992).

. bunchand furtheremployinga low-_inserttoreducethe [5] "I-2GeV SynchrotronR_diationSource,"Conceptual
spotareaby a factorof 5.Clearly,SR ringsbeinglow DesignReport,LBL PUB-56172Rev.(1986).
emittancedevices,thenecessarybetavaluesrequiredto [6] "An InfraredFreeElectronLaserfortheChemical
squeezethebeam horizontallybythisamountisachievable. DynamicsResearchLaboratory,"DesignReport,LBL

# The modification of multi-bunch instabilities due to this PUB-5335 (1992).
altered bunch train pattern is not expected to be significant, [7] P. Grosse-Wiesmann, "Colliding A Lineaz Electron
although beam lifetime is an importm_tissue. The modified Beam With A Storage Ring Beam," Nucl. Instr.
columns A' and C" lead to very feasible linac parameters. Meth., A274,21 (1989).




